RESOLUTION NO. 18-

H

of the
SQUAXIN ISLAND TRIBAL COUNCIL
WHEREAS, the Squaxin Island Tribal Council is the Governing Body of the Squaxin Island Tribe, its
members, its lands, its enterprises and its agencies by the authority of the Constitution and Bylaws of
the Squaxin Island Tribe, as approved and adopted by the General Body and the Secretary of the Interior

on July 8,1965;

of the Tribe, the Squaxin Island
education and general welfare
the
of
protecting
health,
security,
with
the
is
charged
Council
duty
Tribal
of tribal members, and of protecting and managing the lands and treaty resources and rights of the
Tribe;
WHEREAS, under the Constitution, Bylaws and inherent sovereignty

WHEREAS, the Tribe is a federally-recognized Indian Tribe possessing reserved powers, including the

powers of self-government;
WHEREAS, the Squaxin Island Tribal Council has been entrusted with the creation of ordinances and
resolutions in order to fulfill their duty of protecting the health, security, education and general welfare
of tribal members, and of protecting and managing the lands and treaty resources ofthe Tribe;
WHEREAS, the State of Washington (State) and Tribe signed a Tribal-State Compact for Class III Gaming
(Compact) on July 27, 1993. That Compact was amended by Appendix A, as adopted on January 26,

Provisions of the Compact (Section XV(D)(1)) allow for the amendment or revision of those
documents;
1995.

to amend Appendix A section 24 as defined in AAR2018-03, which currently requires coin and currency to be counted separately by at least two count

WHEREAS, the Squaxin Island Tribal Council seeks

team members;
WHEREAS, the Squaxin Island Gaming Commission has considered the proposed amendment and

recommends its approval;
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, the Squaxin Island Tribal Council approves the technical changes to:
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Appendix A, Section 24, subsections (6) (b), (d), and (e) will be modified as follows:
(6) Procedures and requirements

for conducting the count shall

be the following:

(b)

The contents of each drop box shall be emptied and counted separately—en—the—eeant
table, which procedures shall be at all times conducted in full View of the closed circuit
television cameras located in the count room;

(d)

The contents of each drop box shall be segregated by a count team member into
separate stacks on the count table by deneminaﬁens-ef—coin and currency and by type of
form, record or document;

(e)

Each denomination of coin and currency shall be counted t_wice—5eparately—_ by alt—least
{wet—he count team members using a currency counter—whe—shaJLplaee—mde-HaJ—bm
aad—eeins—ef—the—swre—denemMeam—the—eeant—tabletin full view of the closed circuit
television cameras, and such count shall be observed and the accuracy confirmed orally

or in writing, by at least one other count team member. If the two counts do not agree,
the currency counter will escrow error and the monies will be pulled and be reprocessed. If the counts from the second attempt do not agree, the currency will be
counted manually on the count table;
NOW THEREFORE IT BE FURTHER RESOLVED, the Squaxin Island Tribal Council authorizes the Chairman
to execute the attached Appendix A section 24 revisions as noted below between the Squaxin Island
Tribe and the Washington State Gambling Commission.
CERTIFICATION

The Squaxin Island Tribal Council hereby certifies that the foregoing Resolution was adopted at the
regular meeting of the Squaxin Island Tribal Council, held on this 15th day of November, 2018, at which
C?
against, with
time a quorum was present and was passed by a vote of H for and

0

abstentions.
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APPENDIX A REVISION

Between the
Tribal Gaming Agency for Squaxin Island Tribe
and the

Washington State Gambling Commission

AAR-2018-03 (Currency Counter)
The Squaxin Island Tribe (”the Tribe”) and the State of Washington (”the State”) entered into a TribalState Compact for Class III Gaming (”the Compact”) on July 27, 1993, which has been amended five times

by mutual agreement.
Section X! (A) of the Compact (Adoption of Regulations and Management) requires the Tribal Gaming
Agency to adopt regulations to govern the operation and management of the gaming operation, which
were originally set out in Appendices A and B to the Compact.
Section XI(A) provides that the TribalGaming Agency shall notify the State Gaming Age‘ncy of any intent
to revise its standards or of any other regulations issued thereafter and shall request the concurrence of
the State Gaming Agency for such revisions.
Section XI(A) further provides that any regulations adopted by the Tribal Gaming Agency shall protect and
preserve the interests of the Tribe and the State relating to Class III gaming, shall maintain the integrity of
the gaming operation, and shall reduce the dangers of unfair or illegal practices in the conduct of the
gaming operation.
»

The Tribal Gaming Agency for the Squaxin Island Tribe seeks to revise its regulations for Appendix A,
Section 24, which currently requires coin and currency to be counted separately by at least two count

team members.
The Tribal Gaming Agency has requested to suspend the use of two separate count team members and

instead the count team members will use one currency counter that provides two independent counts
and in addition, the bundles and loose bills are recounted by count team members. If any of the counts

do not agree, the currency counter will either escrow error and the monies will be pulled and be

re—

processed or a recount of the bundles and loose bills would occur. If the counts from the second attempt

do not agree, the currency will be counted manually. The entire process will be conducted in full view of
the closed Circuit'téle'vision caméras.‘ ”The” proposed change in the currency counting procedures

represents an improvement to the original requirements in that it takes advantage of technology to

improve efficiency in the currency counting process. Also the eiectronic currency Counting and sorting
devices will be tested and/or calibrated as needed to ensure the accuracy of the count.

Squaxin Island Tribe
AAR 2018-03 (Currency Counter)
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Appendix A, Section 24, subsections (6) (b), (d), and (e) will be modified as follows:
(6) Procedures and requirements

for conducting the count shall be the foIIowing:

of each drop box shall be emptied and counted separately, which procedures
shail be at all times conducted in full- View of the closed circuit television cameras located

(b) ‘The contents

in the count room;

(d)

The contents of each drop box shall be segregated by a count team member into separate

stacks on the count table by coin and currency and by type of form, record or document;

(e)

Each denomination

members using

a

of coin and currency shall

be counted twice—by the count team

currency counter—in full view of the closed 'circuit television cameras,

and such count shall be observed and the accuracy Confirmed orally or in writing, by at

least one other count team member. If the two counts do not agree, the currency counter

will escrow error and the monies will be pulled and be re—processed. If the counts from
the second attempt do not agree, the currency will be counted manually on the count
table;
The Tribal Gaming Agency and State Gaming Agency agree to the update(s) noted above. The Tribe and
State further agree that should the terms of this AAR become invalid, by any means or for any reason, the
affected éection of Appendix A, as originally worded or subsequently amended, shall be binding.
Signed:

QM

W

Ar old ooper, dhairman
Squa In Island Tribe

Cathy Harvey, Agent in Charge- TGU
Washington State Gambling Commission

Date:

Date:
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AAR-2018-03 (Currency Counter)
The Squaxin Island Tribe (”the Tribe”) and the State of Washington (”the State") entered into a TribalState Compact for Class III Gaming (”the Compact”) on July 27, 1993, which has been amended five times

by mutual agreement.

‘

Section XI (A) of the Compact (Adoption of Regulations and Management) requires the Tribal Gaming
Agency to adopt regulations to govern the operation and management of the gaming operation, which
were originally set out in Appendices A and B to the Compact.
Section XI(A) proVides that the Tribal Gaming Agency shall notify the State Gaming Agency of any intent
to revise its standards or of any other regulations issued thereafter and shall request the concurrence of
the State Gaming Agency for such revisions.
Section XI(A) further provides that any regulations adopted by the Tribal Gaming Agency shall protect and
preserve the interests ofthe Tribe and the State relating to Class III gaming, shall maintain the integrity of
the gaming operation, and shall reduce the dangers of unfair or illegal practices in the conduct of the
gaming operation.
The Tribal Gaming Agency for the Squaxin Island Tribe seeks to revise its regulations for Appendix A,
Section 24, which currently requires coin and currency to be counted separately by at least two count
team members.
The Tribal Gaming Agency has requested to suspend the use

of two separate count team members and

instead the count team members will use one currency counter that provides two independent counts
and in addition, the bundles and loose bills are recounted by count team members. If any of the counts

do not agree, the currency counter will either escrow error and the monies will be pulled and be reprocessed or a recount of the bundles and loose bills would occur. If the counts from the second attempt

do not agree, the currency will be counted manually. The entire process will be conducted in full View of

the closed circuit television cameras.

The proposed change in the currency counting procedures

represents an improvement to the original requirements in that it takes advantage of technology to

improve efficiency in the currency counting process. Also the electronic currency counting and sorting
devices will be tested and/or calibrated as needed to ensure the accuracy of the count.
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Appendix A, Section 24, subsections (6) (b), (d), and (e) will be modified as follows:
(6) Procedures and requirements for conducting the count shall be the following:

('0)

The contents of each drop box shall be emptied and counted separately, which procedures
shall be at all times conducted in full View of the closed circuit television cameras located
in the count room;

(d)

The contents of each drop box shall be segregated by a count team member into separate
stacks on the count table by coin and currency and by type of form, record or document;

(e)

of coin and currency shall be counted twice—by the count team
currency counter—in full View of the closed circuit television cameras,

Each denomination

members using

a

and such count shall be observed and the accuracy confirmed orally or in writing, by at
least one other count team member. If the two counts do not agree, the currency counter

will escrow error and the monies will be pulled and be re-processed. If the counts from
the second attempt do not agree, the currency will be counted manually on the count
table;
The Tribal Gaming Agency and State Gaming Agency agree to the update(s) noted above. The Tribe and
State further agree that should the terms ofthis AAR become invalid, by any means or for any reason, the
affected section of Appendix A, as originally worded or subsequently amended, shall be binding.

Signed:

//

/

1141.,

Argel'éf/ oope rfzhairman
Squ in Island Tribe
Date:

Cathy Harvey, Agent in Charge- TGU
Washington State Gambling Commission
Date:

